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necessary with the least possible degree of' heat No
prisoner In his cell is more excluded from an outside
view than \v? were in our rooms during the day in the
hut season. There was a remarkable contrast between
the outside glare and the inside dimness, so that a person
coming from without could not on entering see anything.
The prevailing wind is from the west. There is enough
in the morning to show the direction from which it is
coming. It rises as. the day advances • by two or three it
blows with great strength, raising clouds of dust, and lulls
towards evening. This wind is cool and bracing in the
cold weather, but as the season advance,?, it becomes
warm, and by May its heat resembles the blast of a
furnace. It every now and then gives place to the east
wind, which is not nearly so hot, but is so enervating that
the hot wind is greatly preferred. During the day we sit
under the punkah, a great wooden fan suspended from
the roof with great flapping fringes. This is pulled.by a
coolie, sometimes in the adjoining room, but when it can
be arranged in the verandah outside, who has in his hand
a rope attached to the punkah, which is.brought to him
by a small aperture in the wall, through which a piece of
thin bamboo is inserted to make the friction as little as
possible. When the west wind is blowing freshly, it is
brought with most pleasant coolness into the house
through platted screens of scented grass, on which water
is continually thrown outside. For years machines re-
sembling the fanners so much used by fanners in former
days, with scented grass On each side and a hut of
scented grass over them, on which water is continually
thrown, with wheels turned round by hand labour, have
been brought largely Into use. These machines are
appropriately called "Thermantidotes."

